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1. Intro
Tabby is a web based PoS software application, created to be used on portable
devices of your choice, accessible through any web browser. Tabby offers complete
functionality of Retail PoS system and its operation is very simple through a touch
screen front office interface.
Please refer to the “Tabby SL quick start” document for information related to Tabby
device setup. After completing all the steps, to start Tabby front office application
software from your browser (chrome, firefox, safari, opera supported), type the
following (default) IP: http://192.168.1.180

2. Clerk’s Log in
In order to start using cashier functions, you have to login as one of the preprogrammed clerks. Default passwords for testing purposes are: “1111”; “2222”;
“3333”or “4444”
Type in the access code and press the [Tablet->] button.
In case of any typing mistake use the [<-] key.

Figure 1: Log in screen

2.1.

Starting Shift

Once you have logged in, in order to perform sales or any other clerk operation you
have to start your shift. Press [Cashier] button
The system will ask your action confirmation.

Tabby_Cashier
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Choose [Yes] and proceed to start using the sales console.

3. A “Read Me First” Overview
3.1.

Keyboard Layout

The default layout is as follows:

Figure 2: Keyboard layout

3.2.

Keyboard Main Functions Description

Main keys consist of the following functionality:
3.2.1. Selector Keys

Figure 3: Selector Keys
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Selector Keys control the groups of Content Keys. Each of the above keys
corresponds to a different database. Active key changes background color.
Specifically the Selector Keys are:
<Groups>, <Items>, <Add on>, <Combos>, <Tables>, <Clients>, <Discounts>;
<Functions>; <Tenders>
3.2.2. Content Keys
The groups of Content Keys are variables, meaning their content depends on the
active Selector Key. They are filled with content when a selector key is pressed.
Available groups of Content Keys are:
Groups
When the Selector Key Groups <Grps> is pressed, Content Keys are filled with all
defined, active groups.

Figure 4: Content Keys [Groups]

Figure 5: Content Keys –specific group [Coffees] selected
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When the user selects specific [Group Key], the Content Keys are filled with all the
items belonging to this group (Figure 5 above).
Attention: It is also possible to keep a fixed top line with a group selector upon
selection of specific group key by selection of “Fixed group line” flag from the back
office miscellaneous settings.

Figure 6: Content Keys –specific group with fixed group line

Items
When the Selector Key Items <Itms> is pressed, Content Keys are filled with all
defined, active items.
When user presses the specific [Item Key], a sale of the item is added to the open
transaction (receipt).

Figure 7: Content Keys: Items
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Add on
<Add> Selector Key becomes accessible, once any item with assigned selectable add
ons has been sold. When the Selector Key add ons <Add> is pressed, Content Keys
are filled with all defined, active add on items.

Figure 8: Content Keys: Add on

Selected add on is marked with a [+] sign and visible within the selected items list.
Combo
When the Selector Key Combo <Comb> is pressed, content keys are filled with all
defined, active Combos.

Figure 9: Content Keys: Combos

When the user selects specific [Combo Key], the content keys are filled with all the
items belonging to the specific combo. Combo might contain various selectable
options. Pre-set selections are marked with a [+] sign. The user can change combo
items combinations and confirm the Combo sale with the <Accept> key.
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Figure 10: Content Keys: Combo combinations

Tables
When the Selector Key Tables <Tbls> is pressed, content keys are filled with tables
created for the specific section.

Figure 11: Content Keys: Tables
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Clients
When the Selector Key Clients <Clnt> is pressed, content keys are filled with all
programmed Clients.

Figure 12: Contents Keys: Clients

Discounts
When the Selector Key Discounts <Dscn> is pressed, content keys are filled with all
programmed discounts.

Figure 13: Contents Keys: Discounts

Functions
When the Selector Key Functions <Func> is pressed, content keys are filled with
various functions available for the sales operators.
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Figure 14: Content Keys: Functions

Tenders
When the Selector Key Tenders <Tend> is pressed, content keys are filled with all
payment methods, including the quick tenders, defined in the back office’s database.
Selecting desired amount, using the numeric keypad followed by the specific tender
type key allows processing payment for the currently open receipt.

Figure 15: Content Keys: Tenders
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3.2.3. Numeric Function Keys
Used for inserting numeric values.

Figure 16: Numeric Keys

Decimal Point Key
It is used for inserting decimal values.
X/Multiplication Key
Used for multiplying, the Item’s/Payment’s quantity with its price. Very useful when
you want to sell more than once the same item with identical price.
Further, the [X] key also acts as a REPEAT sale key. If you just press this key right
after you process an Item sale, it will repeat this same sale once more.
3.2.4. Price Control Keys

Figure 17: Price control keys

Icons /Prices Key
It allows the operator viewing prices of all items, instead of associated icons. If
selected, images of Item’s Content Keys are replaced with their prices.

Figure 18: Prices keys
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Price List Key
This function allows the operator to select one of the 4 predefined pricelists: Served,
Takeaway, Members, Staff.
3.2.5. Correction Keys
Cancel Key
Used to cancel an entire receipt, before starting the payment process.
Void Key
Used for the remove an incorrect item just entered, (before the closing of the
receipt).

Figure 19: Corrections

3.2.6. Cashier Key

[Cashier] key provides access to the following functions:
Figure 20: Cashier key

Figure 21: Cashier functions

Sales statistics
This function allows operator to view the summary status of performed sales:
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Figure 22: Sales Statistics

Use the [<]; [>] buttons to navigate pages and [printer] button to print. Use [X]
button to exit.
Drawer status
This function allows the operator to view the current status of the drawer totals
classified according to different payment methods.
Use the [<]; [>] buttons to navigate pages and [printer] button to print. Use [X]
button to exit.

Figure 23: Drawer status

3.2.7. Drawer Control Keys
Use the [Drawer] key to open the drawer anytime outside the closer of the sales
transaction.

Figure 24: Drawer control keys

[Cash in] key is used to add money or any of the physical equivalents to the drawer,
outside of normal transactions.
Tabby_Cashier
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[Cash out] key is used to remove money or any of the physical equivalents from the
drawer, outside of normal transactions.
3.2.8. Discount/Markup keys
Used to issue a manual ad-hock discount / markup in the form of percentage [% -] ,
[+%] or amount [-$],[+$].

Figure 25: Discount Keys

3.2.9. Comment key
Pressing the [Comment] key, activates
a pop-up window and an onscreen
keyboard allowing to type the desired
text

Figure 26: Comment key

Figure 27: Comment insert

3.2.10. Sales Navigation Bar
Use scroll or arrow keys to navigate between pages of [Items];[Groups];[Payments];
[Discounts] and [Tenders] content keys.
[Clear] button clears the displays.

Figure 28: Sales Navigation Bar
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Press [Subtotal] to view current total of the items sold.
[Tender] key closes the transaction (cash as default payment method) and sends the
receipt for printing.
3.2.11. Operator bar

Figure 29: Operator Bar

It is located at the bottom of the sales screen. By pressing this area we gain access to
Operator switch screen, allowing quick change of assignment of the station.

Figure 30: Switch user
Choose any Operator from the list to reassign the particular station.
Attention!
If you require password protected Operators switching, enable it from the back
office => store configuration => misc. settings => more 2 => Use operator code –
flag – enabled. In such case Operator switch will require entry of the particular’s
clerk password:

Figure 31: Switch user- password enabled
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3.2.12. Barcode on/off key
This key is used to enable tablet (Bluetooth) barcode reader. When the icon is
orange barcode reader is enabled.

Barcode disabled

Barcode enabled

3.2.13. Layout Options
By pressing [Tools] button
located on the bottom left of the cashier’s screen, a
[Layout option] navigation bar appears on the top left display:

Figure 32:Layout navigation bar

Available options allow customization of the available sales UI. Selected options may
be stored under one of the 3 available profiles.
Use the <arrow> buttons to navigate between the following layouts adjustment
options:
Use the [+];[-] buttons to find the desired setting.
Function key mode
It allows the user adjusting the appearance of the function keys. Three modes are
available: icons, description, or both.

Figure 33: Modes of function keys

Function font size
This function allows the user to adjust font size on the function keys.
Function font weight
It allows the user to set the desired font weight on the function keys.
Function key color
Tabby_Cashier
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This function adjusts the brightness of the color of the function keys.
Content key mode
Allows to define the appearance of the content keys. Three modes are available:
description, or icon on top of the description or icon next to the description.

Figure 34: Modes of content keys

Content table rows
It allows adding additional row of the content keys
Content table columns
It allows adding additional column of the content keys
Icon visible height
It allows adjusting the height of the content keys icons
Icon visible width
It allows adjusting the width of the content keys icons
Content font size
This function allows the user to adjust font size on the content keys.
Content font weight
This function allows the user to adjust font weight on the content keys.
Content intensity
It allows adjusting brightness of the content keys (power saving)
Status line position
It allows changing the status line location (top/bottom)
Display position
This function allows changing the location of displays
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Swap panel position
Adjustment for left - handed users. By choosing this option, the layout function and
content keys exchange position in order to facilitate the operations of left-handed
clerk.

Figure 35: Panel swap

Background color
This function allows changing color of the background
Display area color
This function allows changing color of the displays
Selector font size
This function allows changing the size of the selector keys font
Edit font size
Allows adjusting the size of the font
Paper font size
Allows adjusting font size of the items appearing in the receipt preview panel
Keypad height
Allows adjusting height of the numeric key pad
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Auto keypad pop-up
Available options: Yes/No, allows defining whether the numeric key pad shall be
ON/OFF automatically as set within the <Auto keypad tabs> option for particular
selector keys. (default setting: Yes).
Auto keypad tabs
Allows defining for which selector keys numeric key pad shall be automatically
displayed. Available options:










Tenders selector key – Yes/No (default setting: No)
Groups selector key – Yes/No (default setting: Yes)
Item selector key – Yes/No (default setting: Yes)
Add on selector key – Yes/No (default setting: Yes)
Combo selector key – Yes/No (default setting: Yes)
Tables selector key – Yes/No (default setting: No)
Clients selector key – Yes/No (default setting: Yes)
Discounts selector key – Yes/No (default setting: Yes)
Functions selector key – Yes/No (default setting: Yes)

Phase line
Allows specifying, whether the line indicating order phases shall be visible. Available
options: Yes/No (default setting: Yes)
Client/type line
Allows specifying, whether the line indicating client and receipt type shall be visible.
Available options: Yes/No (default setting: Yes)
Hide Tabs
Allows specifying which selector key tabs shall be hidden. Available options:










Tenders selector key tab - Yes/No (default setting: No)
Groups selector key tab – Yes/No (default setting: No)
Item selector key tab – Yes/No (default setting: No)
Add on selector key tab – Yes/No (default setting: No)
Combo selector key tab – Yes/No (default setting: No)
Tables selector key tab – Yes/No (default setting: No)
Clients selector key tab – Yes/No (default setting: No)
Discounts selector key tab – Yes/No (default setting: No)
Functions selector key tab - Yes/No (default setting: No)
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Barcode line off
Allows specifying whether the barcode line shall be visible. Available options:
ON/OFF (default setting: ON)
Barcode type
Allows selection of the pre-define barcode type. Available options: Barcode Type 1,
Barcode Type 2, Barcode Type 3 (default setting: Barcode type 1).
Zoom
Allows selection of zoom setting %. (default setting: auto).
Set up function colors
This function allows selection the color of the function keys visible within main
layout. Separate color might be defined for each function key.
Set up key functions
This function allows specifying which function keys shall be visible within the main
keyboard layout. Up to 22 different functions can be selected to be accessible
directly from the main layout.
Function bar position
Allows specifying the position of the vertical function bar location
Auto tab switch
Allows specifying which selector key tab shall be set as active, after the closure of
the transaction.
Reset to defaults
This function allows loading the default layout settings.
Load profile
It allows loading one of the created and saved layout profiles.
Save profile
This function allows saving the created layout as one of the available profiles. Up to 3
different profiles can be created and saved.
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4. Available Functionality Overview
4.1.

Open receipt editing

Open receipt can be easily edited with the usage of the available edit keys:

Figure 36: Edit keys


Highlight the item, which you would like to edit by touching it. Use navigation
bar to add [+] and/or subtract [-] sold item’s quantity or to remove the item
completely [x].



Use arrow keys to navigate through the receipt pages.



In case edited item has been given a Discount, a removal key [x] first cancels
the discount, and then removes the particular item.
4.1.1. Receipt additional functionality

Selected receipt functionality is available within the bottom bar of the standard
layout.

Figure 37: Receipt additional functionality bar



Any item sold in multiple quantities can be “unpacked” – meaning that each
sale will appear as separate receipt entry.
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Figure 38: Item unpack



Any receipt can be divided into up to 20 equal parts. In order to perform the
division, use the numeric key pad to select the desired number of parts and
press the [Divide] key. The system will require action conformation by
displaying the following op-up dialogue:

Confirm the division by selecting [Yes] and the system will automatically proceed to
print the specified number of receipts.


All items assigned to the particular receipt can be grouped and displayed
according to the selected available option:
o by phase – receipt items are grouped according to order phases
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Figure 39: Sort by phase

o by group – receipt items are shown divided into item groups they
belong to

Figure 40: Sort by group

o by order– receipt items are shown according to the order sequence
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Figure 41: Sort by order

4.2.

Tables

Items sales can be assigned to tables providing simple hospitality - like functionality.
Available tables must be created with the usage of the Back Office/ Store
Management/ Setup layout functionality.
4.2.1. Sections
It is possible to group created tables in multiple sections. In order to select table
form a specific section, navigate among them using the [Section] button located
within the bottom function bar of the tables tab.

Figure 42: Tables sections

4.2.2. Table display mode
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Tables might be viewed using one of the two available display modes. First mode
indicates table number, and in case of any available orders – the total amount of
sales assigned to the particular table, while the second mode presents table icon
indicating the table type and number of available seats.
Table display mode can be switched with the usage of the magnifying glass icon.

Figure 43: Tables display mode

4.2.3. Opening the table
There are two ways to open the table and assign items sales. First way allows
assigning already sold items to any available table, while the other way requires
opening the table before any items have been actually sold.
In order to assign already sold items to the specific table, press the Tables selector
key and click any of the available tables. All items from the opened receipt will be
automatically assigned to the selected table.
It is also possible to open the table prior to any items sales, by selecting the desired
table from the Tables selection tab by clicking it. Selected table will be become active
and performed afterwards items sales will be automatically assigned to the selected
table.
Additional items can be added to any already opened table, by selecting it and
performing item sales, while the particular table is indicated as active.
Selection of the specific table is indicated within the table icon, as well as shown on
the display.
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Figure 44: Active open table

4.2.4. Closing the table
Any table might be closed by the accepting the payment for the assigned to it items.
In order to close the specific table, select it in order to mark it as active and proceed
to the Tenders tab in order to accept the payment.
While in payment mode, the selected active table will be indicated on the display.

Figure 45: Closing table

Upon acceptance of particular payment type, the selected table will be closed
automatically.
4.2.5. Re-assigning items to a different table
It is possible to re-assign items to a different table. Items might be moved to a new
free table or merged with orders placed and assigned to another table.
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In order to re-assign the items, click the table where the items are currently placed.
Once it has been marked as “active” click the destination table. The system will
require action conformation by displaying the following pop-up dialogue:

Confirm the move/merge action by selecting <Yes> and all items will be moved to
the destination table.
4.2.6. Order Phases
Orders for specific table can be split into phases indicating serving sequence. There
are 5 order phases available. Each new order, by default, starts from phase 1. Phase
0 has been reserved to be used in case of any need to serve certain items, which
were not ordered within phase one, as first.
4.2.7. Kitchen printers
Sending order to a kitchen printer

Sold items might be automatically sent to assigned to them kitchen printer.
Association of the item with the specific printer has to be performed in the back
office’s items database.
If kitchen printer has been assigned to the item, upon its sale, it will be also printed
on the selected kitchen printer.

Figure 46: Kitchen printout

Sending modified order to a kitchen printer
In case of order modification, items sent to the kitchen printer will be updated and
indicated as modified on the kitchen printout.
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Figure 47: Modified kitchen printout

Resending order to a kitchen printer
It is also possible to resend any placed order to the kitchen printer. To do so, select
the Tables tab and click the desired table in order to make it active. Press the
[Kitchen] button located at the bottom of the Tables tab and choose the [Resend].

Figure 48: Resending kitchen printout

Resent items will be marked with the “REP” on the kitchen printout:

Figure 49: Resent kitchen printout

Sending added items to a kitchen printer
In case new items were added to the already existing order, they can be sent to the
kitchen printer with the usage of the [Update] function.
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Figure 50: Updating kitchen printout

Sending messages to the kitchen printers
It is possible to send the pre-programmed or custom (created on the fly) messages
to the kitchen printer. To do so, select press the [Kitchen] button located at the
bottom of the Tables tab. Select the kitchen printer:

Figure 51: Select kitchen printer

Click the display area of the pop-up window in order to select the message. Use the
[Send message to… button to send the chosen message to the selected kitchen
printer.
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Figure 52: Select message

Message will be printed on the selected kitchen printer:

Figure 53: Kitchen printer message

Attention!
Ready, selectable messages must be pre-programmed. Go to the Back office /
Store configuration / KP comments in order to pre-program up to 20 messages.
4.2.8. Bill settlement
Prebill
Prebill can be issued at any given moment for any items ordered at any table.
Split Bill
Items placed as order at any table can be settled separately. In order to split and pay
partial table bill, select the items you would like to settle and press the <Split>
button. Proceed with the regular bill settlement process.

4.3.

Tenders

Tenders tab provides access to all available payment methods.
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Figure 54: Tenders

Quick tenders panel allows immediate receipt closure with the usage of the standard
cash amounts.

Figure 55: Standard cash amounts

Attention!
The standard cash amounts can be set through the Back office / Miscellaneous
settings / Quick Tenders.
[Tender] button as well as the click on the total amount display area result in cash
tender closure without change.

Figure 56: Cash tenders

In order to indicate the due change, enter the paid amount prior to the selection of
the tender type. Entered amount will be indicated on the right hand side display.

Figure 57: Entered tender amount

Select any tender type that allows change. Change will be indicated on the left hand
side display.

Figure 58: Change due
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It is possible to set up to 3 payment methods accessible through one of the keyboard
function keys, without the need to enter the tender tab. Their default location is on
the right vertical panel of the keyboard layout.

Figure 59: Quick access payments

Attention!
The quick access payment types can be set through the Back office / Miscellaneous
settings / Quick Tenders.

4.4.

Clients

Each sale can indicate a specific client making the purchase. In order to assign the
sale to particular client go to the clients tab and select the desired client from the
available list.

Figure 60: Assigning the Client
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The system will automatically switch prices to the assigned by default to the
particular client price list (price list can be changed manually at any time).
Selected client will be indicated with the printed receipt.

Figure 61: Client receipt printout

To deselect/de-associate the client, just press again the green (selected) to
deactivate.
Attention!
Selectable clients have to be pre-programmed through the Back office /
Databases / Clients
New client
New client can be entered on the fly (without accessing the back office). In order to
register a new client deselect any client and press the [Database] button. A pop-up
window allowing customer data entry will appear:
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Figure 62: Client data

Enter the required customer information and press the [Save] button. You can move
between the pages using [>>] button.
Edit client
It is possible to edit an existing client's data and update its record. In order to edit a
client click on a client and press the [Database] button. A dialog pop-up window
appears allowing to modify all the records.
Enter the required customer information and press the [Save] button. You can move
between the pages using [>>] button. Alternatively at any time the [New] button can
be pressed to start a new client record.
Search client
It is possible to search the client in a lengthy database. To find the desired client type
starting name letters in the surname field and press the 'question mark' icon on the
right. If there is a single search result, the dialog will be populated by the matched
record. If there are multiple records matched, the (first 10) entries will be displayed
to the user to select the matching client.

4.5.

Invoices

Instead of the simple receipt issuance, a detailed invoice can be issued for every
client. In order to issue an invoice, select the Client and press the invoice selection
button.
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Figure 63: Invoice selection

The printout header will indicate Invoice and contain all the client’s details.

Figure 64: Invoice header

4.6.

Journal Management

Journal Management function is available in the left bottom side menu bar and
allows reprinting/previewing any of the issued receipts/ invoices/printouts. In order
to access the receipt press the reprint button
. A pop-up dialogue window will
appear along with the last issued printout preview.
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Figure 65: Electronic Journal Management

In order to preview / reprint specific printout it is possible to narrow the selection
by:





Dates range (from – to)
Document number
Keyword
Type of printout:

Figure 66: Reprint selection

Use the arrow buttons [<], [>] to browse through the printouts fulfilling all the
filtering criteria.

5. Basic Operations
5.1.

Making an Item Sale

Items programmed in the back office databases are accessible to be sold. Press the
Selector Key marked [Items] followed by the Content Keys of items to be sold.
Navigate between items’ pages using scroll or arrow keys.
Once finished you end the transaction by pressing either the [Tender] key, which
finalizes the transaction with the default payment method – Cash, or press the
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Selector Key [Tenders], to proceed with other types of payments. Back office
preprogrammed payment methods appear on the Tenders’ Content Keys. Use the
numeric keypad to type the desired payment’s amount, followed by the type of
payment Content Key. Repeat till the time an entire receipt amount have been
covered. Finalize with the [Tender] key.
Similarly you can perform a sale using [Groups] Selector Key, which might facilitate
finding items to be sold, based on the group they have been assigned to.
5.1.1. Sales by entering the price



Insert the desired price
Press the Content Key of an item to be sold at inserted price.
5.1.2. Sales using the barcode reader

ITEM with non-programmed price
 In case there is quantity insert the quantity and press the multiplication key
[X]
 Insert the price
 Read the Barcode using the Barcode Reader
ITEM with programmed price
 Read the Barcode using the Barcode Reader
Multiple ITEM with programmed price
 Insert the quantity
 Press the multiplication key [X]
 Read the Barcode using the Barcode Reader
5.1.3. Closing the receipt
A receipt can be closed using default payment method – Cash by pressing the
[Tender] key or the display area indication the amount due.
The receipt can be closed using multiple payment ways by executing the following
procedures:
 Press Tenders Selector key
 Insert the desired amount
 Press the Content Key of the selected payment method
In case there is still a balance, it will be presented on the display in order to close the
receipt with any payment way we select.
In case the selected amount is greater than the receipt’s amount, then ECR will
automatically present the owed change.
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In case of pressing a function key of a selected payment way without entering an
amount, then the balance is paid in full.

5.2.

Offering Discounts

5.2.1. Item’s Discount
If you want to offer a discount on an item, choose the item to be sold and then enter
the discount percentage or amount followed by the [%-] or the [$-] key, accordingly.
You can also choose one of the preprogrammed discounts, by pressing the desired
discount Content Key, right after item sale.
5.2.2. Receipt’s Discount
In order to issue the receipt discount, please press the [SUBTOTAL] key and enter
the
desired
discount
followed
by
the
[$-]
or
[%-]
key.
Note that the subtotal discount will appear on the upper middle display. In order to
clear the receipt discount, click the discount display area. The pop up message is
going to request the confirmation of your action.

Figure 67: Receipt discount clearing

5.3.

Handling Item Returns/Changes

Open a transaction by entering an item exchanged by the customer. Then press the
[Refund] key and enter the item a customer returns. Then end the transaction by
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hitting [Tender]. The stock quantity of the returned item is increased, and the stock
quantity of the sold/exchanged item is decreased.

5.4.

Receipt Corrections

5.4.1. Cancel
In case the function key [Cancel] is used the receipt is cancelled.
System asks for confirmation of this operation by displaying the following message:

Figure 68: Receipt cancel warning

5.4.2. Void
The function key [Void] can be used for the immediate invalidation of the previous
transaction.
Alternatively, Item can be voided by using the [X] button of the receipt correction
bar.

5.5.

TAX Apply Operations

The <Tax Apply> keys are used to reverse the tax status of a PLU entry. There is one
<Tax Apply> key for each available tax rate.
<Tax apply> keys are available for the sales clerk through the Front office’s
Functions menu.
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Figure 69: Tax Apply keys

In order to shift the tax status of the PLU, select the PLU. Additional tax rates can be
applied, or current tax rates can be removed using <Tax Apply> keys. The right hand
side Functions menu automatically highlights the <Tax Apply> keys corresponding to
the applied Tax rates.

Figure 70: Altering PLU tax status

5.6.

TAX Exempt

In order to remove all taxes from the entire sales transaction <Tax Exempt> key can
be used.

Figure 71: Tax Exempt

5.7.

EFT Transactions

EFT transactions are processed with the connected EFT terminal.
Note: In order to use the EFT terminal, it has to be initialized from the back office
EFT menu.
5.7.1. Credit Card Transactions
Credit Card Payment

In order to process the Credit Card payment, enter the amount to be settled using
this payment method and press the Credit Card type payment from [Tenders] menu.
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A dialogue pop-up window will appear on the screen. Enter the Credit Card number
manually or press the <Swipe> button to use the card reader.

Figure 72: Credit Card payment I

Swipe the card, while the following pop-up window appears on the screen:

Figure 73: Credit Card payment II

Press <Proceed> button, once the Credit Card has been entered:

Figure 74: Credit Card payment III

Once the transaction has been processed the following message window will be
displayed:

Figure 75: Credit Card processing IV

Void Credit Card Payment
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To void the credit card payment, press the <Void> button, followed by the payment
type key. The following pop-up dialogue window will appear on the screen:

Figure 76: Credit Card payment Void I

Enter the Credit Card number or swipe your card following the <Swipe> button. Fill
out the Approval code, Reference number and Transaction number (from the EFT
printed receipt), and press the <Proceed> button. The Void transaction has been
processed, once the following window appears on the screen:

Figure 77: Credit Card payment Void II

5.7.2. Debit Card Transactions
Debit Card Payment
Steps to follow in order to process the Debit Card payment are very similar to Credit
Card processing. Enter the amount to be settled using this payment method and
press the Debit Card type payment from [Tenders] menu. A dialogue pop-up window
will appear on the screen. Enter the Debit Card - press the <Swipe> button to use the
card reader.
Debit card processing requires entry of PIN number. Press the <PIN> button and
enter the pin using the pin-pad device.

Figure 78: Debit Card payment
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Note: Pin-pad device has to be initialised from the back-office EFT settings menu.
Debit Card payment transaction completion will be confirmed by the system with the
success message.
Debit Card Payment Void
To void the Debit Card payment, press the <Void> button, followed by the payment
type key. The following pop-up dialogue window will appear on the screen:

Figure 79: Debit Card payment Void I

In case of Debit Card payment Void, it is required to enter pin number. In case we
forget this step the system will display the following error message:

Figure 80: Debit Card payment Void II

Debit Card payment transaction completion will be confirmed by the system with the
following success message:

Figure 81: Debit Card payment Void II

5.7.3. Gift Card Transactions
Gift Card Receipt
Gift card receipt is a simplified version of a gift card. It is accessible through the
functions tab and allows issuing a special kind of receipt containing specific items,
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which might be passed on to any third person entitling her/him to collect listed gift
items.

Figure 82: Gift receipt 1

Figure 83: Gift receipt 2

Gift Card
Gift card functionality allows issuance of pre-paid card with or without the usage of
EFT terminal. In both cases a pre-programmed in the back office gift card item must
exist in the database. Gift card item programming is performed the same way like for
the regular items, however it is necessary to turn on the “Gift card item” flag.
Gift Card Issue without EFT
Attention: In order to use this function, EFT terminal must be disabled in the back
office settings. Go to Manager’s back office/ H/W setup and disable the EFT.
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To issue a Gift card, enter the desired amount and press the programmed gift card
item button.
Gift Card Issue with EFT
Attention: In order to use this function, EFT terminal must be enabled in the back
office settings. Go to Manager’s back office/ H/W setup and enable the EFT.
To issue a Gift card, enter the desired amount and press the programmed gift card
item button. Swipe a magnetic card in order to assign the value to specific gift card
number. Press <Proceed> key to finalise.

Figure 84: Gift card issue

Gift card issuance is confirmed with the <Gift card issued> success message.
Gift Card Void
To void the gift card issuance transaction, swipe the magnetic card.

Figure 85: Gift card void

Gift Card Payment
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Steps to follow in order to process the Gift Card payment are very similar to Credit
Card processing. Enter the amount to be settled using this payment method and
press the Gift Card type payment from [Tenders] menu. A dialogue pop-up window
will appear on the screen. Enter the Gift Card number - press the <Swipe> button to
use the card reader. Confirm with <Proceed> button.

Figure 86: Gift Card payment

5.8.

Food Stamp

Food Stamps may be used to purchase eligible items at stores that participate in the
program. Handling of food stamp transactions is done by sorting food stamp and
non-food stamp eligible items within each sale and tracking food stamp payments
for eligible items.
The total of food stamp eligible items registered in the current transaction can be
displayed by pressing the <F/S Subtotal> key.

Figure 87: Food stamp Subtotal/Apply

<F/S Apply> key allows shifting the pre-programmed eligibility status of an item.
Press the <F/S Apply> to add or remove the Food stamp status.
Food Stamp payment can be processed from the [Tenders] menu, by pressing the
<Food stamp card> button.
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Upon entering the [Tenders] menu, the left hand side display will present due
amounts separately for Food stamp eligible items and separately for non-eligible
ones.

Figure 88: Food stamp due amount

Upon pressing the <Food stamp card> button the following pop-up dialogue window
will appear:

Figure 89: Food stamp payment processing

Enter the card number or swipe the card. Transaction finalization will be confirmed
with the success message:

Figure 90: Food stamp payment approval

5.9.





Cash in / Cash out

Press the function key [Cash in] / [Cash out]
Insert the desired amount
Press the Content Key of the desired payment way
Press the function key [Tender] for the end of the transaction

You can enter Edit mode, while performing the Cash in/Cash out operation and make
adjustments to amounts already processed, by highlighting the particular payment
type and using the navigation bar.

NOTE: The “Cash Out” procedure can be completed only if ECR has the desired
amount at the desired payment way.
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5.10.

Price List Dynamic Selection

Represented by the [Price List] key. Each item can be programmed with 4 different
prices. During a transaction, the price list indicated as default is being used always. If
you press once the [Price List] button then momentarily the second price list for the
items will be used. Pressing [Price List] button again, navigates to next
preprogrammed prices. After choosing item to be sold, the default price list can
automatically return for the next items or currently chosen price list may remain
active till receipt closure. The desired behavior of the price lists activation can be set
up in the back office.
NOTE: For the ease of operations, and in order to prevent mistakes related to price
lists usage, the [Price List] button dynamically changes color for each level. The
same happens with the description of the Items Content Keys - their color changes
according to currently active price list.
5.10.1. Price finder
The function key [Icons/Prices] is used in order to switch between the information
about an Item’s price and the Item’s icons.
Using [Price List] key, allows navigating through price levels and viewing all prices
assigned to particular Item.

5.11.

Receipt Line Comment

This function key can be used in order to print one line with comments during the
sales procedure.
 Press the function key [Comment]
 Insert the comment in the area designated in the pop-up window
 Press either the [OK] for acceptance or [Cancel] to abort.
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